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,Let V be a vector space of dimension n over a field K and consider the 
symmetric algebra S(A2V) as a representation of G = GL(V). As S(A2V) is 
the polynomial ring on the dual (n”V)*, given a basis or ,..., u, in I’, we have 
d = S(AV) = K[xJ, xij entries of a skew-symmetric matrix X and the 
group action is given by AX = AXAt, A E GL(n). 
Given 2h indices i, , i2 ,..., i2h , 1 < it < II, we denote by [i1 ... iZh] the 
Pfaffian of the principal minor of X with row and column indices ii ,..., i2,, . 
Let us display a monomial, i.e., a product of Pfaffians 
with k, >, k, 3 a** 2 k, as a tableau: 
T= 
................... 
21 'kl 
j, .............. jk, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
v1 . . . . . . . . . .  vk, 
and recall that a monomial is said to be “standard” if in the corresponding 
tableau the indices on the rows strictly increase and on the columns do not 
decrease. 
Procesi and De Concini have proved in [l] that the standard monomials are 
a K-basis of .s!. (They prove in fact that the standard monomials are a free basis 
for SJ& = R[x,,], R any commutative ring with 1, in particular for R = Z.) 
To get this result they use a “straightening formula” for the product of two 
Pfaflians (cf. [l, p. 3501). 
In this paper we want to study the G-module structure of &’ and give the 
* Both authors belong to GNSAGA of CNR; part of this work was carried out while 
the first author was visiting MIT. 
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decomposition into irreducible modules, when the base field K is of char 0. In 
particular we want to give a complete description of the G-invariant ideals. 
From the geometric point of view we are considering the variety An- of 
skew-symmetric n x A matrices, under the action of GL(n, K) described above; 
the orbits of this action are classified by the rank and the orbit G * X belongs to 
the closure of G . Y iff rank X < rank Y. Therefore we have a complete 
geometric description of the G-invariant irreducible subvarieties Psk , where Pzk 
is the subset of matrices in A,,- with rank < 2k, and we want, for example, 
to describe them from the point Qf view of the corresponding G-invariant prime 
ideals. We will see in Section 3 that the prime ideal corresponding to Pzk is 
generated by the Pfaffians of order 2k + 2; therefore we will refer to Psk as a 
“PfafIian variety.” Moreover we want to describe the ideals of functions vanishing 
on the Pfaffian varieties P,, with a prescribed order (cf. Section 5); we also 
study the product of Pfaffian ideals (cf. Section 4) and problems of integral 
closure (cf. Sectioq 6). 
In order to get the results we will use the basis given in [l] and we will follow 
the line of the proof given, in the case of determinantal varieties, by De Concini 
et al. [2]. It will turn out that we will have for the skew-symmetric case exactly 
the same results given in [2] for X an n x m arbitrary matrix. Therefore the 
statements in the lemmas and theorems will be formally the same. The technique 
for the proofs will be different, of course, and mainly because in [2] the group 
acting on the variety A,,, is GL(n) x GL(n2), and the two group actions (the 
one of GL(n) and the one of GL(m)) commute, i.e., it is possible to operate 
separately on the rows and on the columns of a minor of X. As we are in the 
skew-symmetric case, and we have to deal with principal minors, we are forced 
to operate simultaneously on, rows and columns. 
For the previous r&sons we will not repeat the proofs, when they are 
exactly the same as in [2]. 
We wish to thank the authors of [2] f or showing us the various versions of theiti 
paper while it was in preparation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(a) Young Diagrams 
As we have seen in the Introduction, we have to deal with monomials which 
are products of Pfaflians; therefore the shapes of the corresponding tableaux 
will be Young diagrams relative to partitions o: (kl >, k, > **. > k,), where 
each ki is an even number. So we have to deal with diagrams with even rows. We 
will use, for these special diagrams, the ordering given by u < 7 iff pi(u) < &(7), 
where B*(u) = 4 + *.* + ki . We have also the ordering, denoted by 1, given 
byz (h, > h, > ... 2 h,) 10: (4 > k, b ***>kK,)iffr>tandhi>,ki.The 
following propositions hold, as for the general case (cf. [2, Sect. 11): 
60713.512-4 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. c(kl > k, > *.. > kT) > a:& > h, > ... > h,) and 
there is no diagram between if and only if either 
(i) T is obtainedfrom u adding two boxes at the bottom, or 
(ii) for some j, u has only one row of length h, and onZy one of length hi+1 and T 
is obtained from u by adding two boxes to the jth row and erasing two boxes from 
the (j + I)th row, or 
(iii) for some j, 0 has more than one row of length h, and T is obtained moving 
two boxes from the last row of length hj to the$rst one. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let a: (h, > ... > h,), T: (h, > ... > h,). I f  ~3 (r and 
there is no diagram between, then either 
(i) T is obtained from u adding a row of length 2, or 
(ii) there is a j such that hjWl > h, , h, = hj + 2, and hi = hi for i fj 
(t = r). 
Recall that given two diagrams o and 7, their product UT is defined to be the 
diagram where we reorder the rows of both diagrams in decreasing order. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If 7, a, p are diagrams, then: 
(i) u~>upz~~>p, 
(ii) 7-r) u * 7 > u, 
(iii) T 3 p + 07 3 up. 
Recall that for a given diagram u: (k, > *.. > k,.) with even rows we have the 
dual diagram 6: (AI ,..., k,), where hi is the number of boxes in the ith column of 
a. Sometimes we will refer to (AI ,..., h,) as the column partition of CT. Note that 
in our case s is even and kr = k, , ka = A4 ,..., 68-, = 6,. We denote by 
n(*) = Ci>i 4 - 
(b) The Irreducible Representations of GL(n) 
Given a partition u: (k, > k, 3 ... > k,), we want to introduce a functor L, 
on finite-dimensional vector spaces (or modules over a commutative ring R) 
(cf. [9, lo]). 
Let V be a vector space over an infinite field K (or a free module over R), with 
dim V = n; then L,( V’) is defined as follows. 
First we consider the quotient map: 
Now we describe a second type of relations. For each A”(V) @ Ah(V), (k > h), 
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and each element u, A *a. A u+ A *** A uk @ wI A 0.. A w, A *.* A wn we consider 
the alternation: 
where p runs over the cosets of 5$+1 modulo 9”--i+l x Y; (i.e., p is a repre- 
sentative). By definition L,(V) is the quotient of Akl(V) @ *.. @ J+(V) under 
the relations generated by the one described above, relative to &V) @ D+l( V). 
Therefore we have the diagram 
If u, ,..., u, is a basis of V, to each element ufl A **. A us, @ 4, A *** A 
%, @ *-’ @‘It, A *** A utk, we associate a tableau, by fihmg the Young diagram 
u with the indices involved as follows: 
and vice versa. We have the usual notion of standardness. 
In the future we will use the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (i) The standard Young diagrams are a k basis of L,( V). 
(ii) L,(V) is att irreducible representation of GL(V) when K is a field of 
characteristic 0. 
(c) Wetght of a Tableau 
Recall that if G : V is a rational representation and T C G is a maximal torus, 
a weight vector is a vector w E V such that t * w = x(t)w for all t E T, x: T + G,,, a 
character of the torus. x is called the we&# of w. 
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If we consider .J&’ as a representation of GL(n) and assume the torus to be the 
group of n x n diagonal matrices, then it is easily seen that each tableau U is a 
weight vector and 
t1 0 . . . . . 
0 t, ..*** 0 
i .-.a 
0 
0 . . . . . . . . t 1 
. u = tyl . ty2 . . . qn . u, 
where mi is exactly the number of j’s appearing in U. The sequence m, , mz , . . . , m, 
is the weight of U. We will call mi the weight of the index j. 
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY FOR S(f12V)= K[xij] = d 
Let K be an infinite field. We consider the ring & under the action of GL(n), 
described in the Introduction. Note that GL(n) = G acts on the k x k minors 
of the skew-symmetric matrix X and on the k x k principal minors. 
If we denote by i + Aj the 12 x 1z matrix which has l’s on the diagonal and X 
for the entry ij, and O’s everywhere else, we have that i + Aj operates linearly 
on the indices of Pfaffians; the transform of [ii ... i ... ile] is formally 
[il . ..i+hj...ik] =[il...i...ilc]+h[il...j...i~]. 
Let o be a Young diagram. If we fill the rows of u (from left to right) with 
consecutive increasing integers starting from 1, then we have the canonicaZ 
tableau of shape u, denoted by k, . If we fill the rows (from right to left) with 
consecutive decreasing integers starting from n, then we have the anticanonical 
tableau of shape o, denoted by 6, . k, (or I;,) represents a product of Pfaffians 
relative to principal minors taken from the upper comer of X (or the lower 
corner): 
x12 ... **** 
” 
X1n 
-x12 
t 
0 . . . 
1 
. . . . 
-Xln . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
............. 
% 
........ 
! )* 
... 0 
Denote by Sii the operator on tableaux that consists in substituting i with j 
in each row of T containing i but not j, and rearranging the row indices in the 
increasing order. 
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If we consider the composite operators: 
we pass from any tableau T to the anticanonical or the canonical tableau of the 
same shape. 
Note that if 1 < i < j < n and T is standard, then the composite operator 
s,l ..- SIsSIa applied to T gives again a standard tableau and the knowledge of 
this last one and the number of substitutions of indices at each step allow one to 
reconstruct T (cf. Proposition 1.7 of [2]). 
LEE 2.1. Let T be a tableau of shape u, then the G-module (G . T) generated 
by T contains k, and K, . 
Proof. We consider the sequence of transformations 1 + XI, 1 +X3,..., 1 + An, 
2 -+ X3,..., n - 1 + An, each applied to the leading coefficient of the polynomial 
in X obtained from the previous one. So at the first stage we remark that 
(1 + A2)T E M = (G . T) implies that the leading coefficient (of this poly- 
nomial in A) belongs to M. Note that this coefficient is exactly S,2T. Therefore 
we get SI-, 1.. S12T = &, E M. Similarly for the canonical tableau. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a = xZEI cdTi , ci # 0, Tj standard and distinct. Consider 
the sequemze of transformations 1 + A2 ,..., 1 + An ,..., n - 1 + An, applied each 
to the Ieading coeflcient of the polynomial obtained from the previous step. Then at 
the stage k + Ah we get c = CiEr ciTi , where ci = fci , f C I, Ti standard and 
distinct. In pa&&r Or # 0. 
Proof. It is evident from what we already noted on the operators St. 
Let U,(n) C GL(n) be the subgroup generated by the transformations 
1 + X2, 1 + X3 ,..., 1 + An, 2 + A3 ,..., 2 + An ,..., i + h(i + 1) ,..., i + Aj (i <I?, 
i.e., the subgroup of the upper triangular matrices of the form: 
,l al2 ................... (&- 
0 1 as3 ................ azn 
0 0 1 .................... 
. . . . *O 1 ad,i+1**.‘a,30..... 0 
0 ....................... 10 
0 ....................... 01, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The ring W = [qWn) of the invariants of d under the 
action of Uir(n) is given by 9 = (c IKH ahTh), where T,, is standard and satisfies 
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the condition: (+) if an index t < i appears in Th , then all the indices t + I,..., n 
appear; if the index i appears in Th then all the indices i + I,..., j appear (in the 
same row). 
Proof. Recall first that the standard tableaux are a basis for zJ. Then it is 
clear that each element of the form described before is invariant under the group 
U&n). Conversely if 01 is invariant under Uij(n), it is fixed by the sequence of 
transformations I + A2 ,..., i + Aj, i.e., OL coincides with the leading coefficient 
of the various polynomials in A, therefore its representation in the standard basis 
has to be the prescribed one. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If we denote by U+(n) (U-(n)) the subgroup of the upper 
triangular matrices (lower triangular matrices), then: 
o is any diagram with ewen rows and$rst row < It. 
Given a Young diagram CT with even rows we denote by 
A, the G-ideal generated as a module by the tableaux of shape >a, 
AL the G-ideal generated as a module by the tableaux of shape >a, 
M, the G-module generated by the canonical tableau k, . 
Recall that A, (resp. AL) has a basis formed with all the standard tableaux 
of shape >a (resp. >u). 
M,, by definition, contains tableaux of shape a; but it is not true that all the 
standard tableaux of shape u belong to M, . I f  we express a tableau of shape u 
and belonging to MO, in the standard form, larger shapes can appear. 
THEOREM 2.5. If char K = 0, we have: 
(1) M, is an irreducible G-module isomorphic to A,/AL , 
(2) A, = MoOA:, 
(3) LZZ’ = 0, M, u any diagram with eaten rows and first row < n. 
Proof. AC/AL is a G-module with basis the standard tableaux of shape U. Let 
ur ,..., u, be a basis for the vector space V and consider the vector space 
KG * .. iK’J> with the Pfaffians [iI a.* ix] (iI < iz < a*. < i& k a fixed integer, as 
a basis. The K-isomorphism 
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is an isomorphism of G-modules. Therefore we have the G-morphism 
liklV @ AkrV @ **a @ AkpV +@ A, , defined using the previous isomorphisms 
and the multiplication in A,. 
We now use (b) of Section 1 and in particular Proposition 1.4. We have the 
diagram: 
As ker (Y C ker 6, we have the factorization I$ = /?a, and p is a G-isomorphiim 
because the basis of L,(V) goes l-l to the basis in A,/Ai . This proves that 
Am/Al is irreducible. 
As we are in characteristic 0 the group G is linearly reductive, therefore 
A, = Ai @ &, , with z0 isomorphic to A,/A: . In &, there exists an element t 
invariant under V-(n) and of weight o; it follows that t = bk, , b # 0 (cf. 
Corollary 2.4), i.e., R, EL, and A?,, = &, _N A,/At . (1) and (2) are completely 
proved. (3) fohows now from the fact that we are in characteristic 0 as in Corollary 
3.4 of [2]. 
3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF G-INVARIANT IDEALS 
We assume that char K = 0. 
Let I, be the ideal generated by M, , i.e., the minimal G-invariant ideal 
containing k, . Being a G-invariant submodule of LX?, it decomposes into the 
direct sum of some irreducible representations Al,; the following theorem tells us 
precisely which ones, 
THEOFUSM 3.1. 1, = &, M,. 
Proof. First we want to prove that I,, 1 M, for T r) o; for that it suffices to 
prove that k, E I, . By induction we can assume r adjacent to (I, therefore we are 
reduced to the following situation (case (i) of Proposition 1.2 being trivial): 
CT: (k, 2 ka > *-* > It,), r: (r;, > k2 > *.a >&),andthereisal <j<rsuch 
that k,-, > k, , k, = h, + 2, k6 = ht for i # j. We consider the cammica 
tableau k, and expand the jth row, i.e., the Pfaflian [I 2 me* II, + 1 IQ + 21 using 
the element of the last column: 
11 2 *** S + 1 h + 21 = c f [l 2 -*- p - 1 p + 1 6.. h, + l]cp k, + 21. 
0 
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For k, we get: 
k=C& 
P 
,l 2....................& 
‘1 2.. ................. h, 
....................... 
12-a p-l p+1 .* * h, + 1 . [P hj + 21 = 1 f  T”[P hi + 21 
12-a P--l P p+1*. (3.1’) 
................. (shape T, 1 0) 
1 2 ..... .h, 
and the proof will be complete as soon as we will show that T, E A& . This will 
be the content of Lemma 3.2. 
To prove that I, C &0 M, it is enough to prove that @,,,, M, is an ideal; 
therefore it suffices to prove that ([$I . MT] C GTcIr n/r,e . Thisis a consequence 
of the fact that if we consider A2 V @L,(V) as aiepresentation of GL(n), then 
AV’oL,(V) N @L,(V) (with multiplicity I), 
8 
where 0 is any Young diagram which is obtained from o adding two boxes in two 
different columns (cf. Pieri’s formula in [6j or [7]). Moreover we have a G- 
morphism: 
defined using the isomorphism L,(V) N M,, and the multiplication in S(A2V). 
The part of the theorem already proved, i.e., formula (3.1’), proves that Lz goes 
isomorphically onto Me if 6 is obtained from o adding two boxes to the same 
row; L,(V) goes to 0 otherwise. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let TO be a tableau of shape u, containing two consecutive rows 
of the form: 
12.e. p-l p p+l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2t.-12t 
12*** p-l p+1 p+2 * * * * . . .2j2j+1 
j<t; 1 <p <2j 
and the other rows filled in the canonical way. Then T, belongs to the module M, . 
Proof. Recall that if T, # M, , then the lifting of T, E A,/AA to M, is such 
that TO + & ajQj E M, , whereQj is a standard tableau of shape 7 > a; moreover 
the lifting is such that (1) the degree is preserved, (2) the weight of each index is 
preserved (cf. (c) of Section 1). 
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For the proof it is enough to show that no Qj is possible. Let o: (4 = k, >, 
$=A,> *.a > kall-l = Iz& be the partition of u relative to the columns. The 
sequence of weights for the elements in To will be: wt@) = k, - 1, wt(2j + 1) = 
ku+l + 1, wt(t) = kt for th e o th er cases and p is either 22’ - 1 or 2i. Let T > a; 
as the degree has to be preserved, then T is obtained from a moving up at least a 
couple of boxes from a row to a higher one. If we denote by T: (XI = ha 2 
ha = X, > -es) the column partition of r, then for some index Y we have 
Recall now that in a standard tableau the index s can appear only on a tth column 
with t < s; therefore if a Q* exists, with the required properties, it has to satisfy 
the following condition: 
Now, if Y  < i we have 
ifiQr <jwehave 
El wt(s) = 5 k, - 1, 
W-1 
ifi<r <jwe have 
Fl wt(s) = E k,, 
a-1 
2r 2c 
:z1 s-1 
A, < c k, - 2; 
in any case, condition (+) is never satisfied. 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) A G-submodule M = @,eT M, of d is an deal if and 
only if o E Tadp3 abtzpliesp E: T. 
(ii) I031,ifandonZyif~3a. 
At this point we are able to develop, exactly as in [2, Sect. 51, an arithmetic 
of Young diagrams with even rows < n, defining D-ideals, and prime, radical, 
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primary D-ideals; again we have a 1-l correspondence between D-ideals (prime, 
radical, primary) and G-invariant ideals (prime, radical. primary) of ~2 = K[xJ. 
We will not repeat the whole argument. We only want to point out in particular 
that: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) A D-ideal J is prime if and only if there exists an integer 
k such that J is the D-ideal of all the diagrams (T with even rows and jirst row of 
length > 2k. (We will denote it by Jzk .) 
(ii) The only G-invariant radical ideals in & are prime and associated to the 
prime D-ideals. 
In particular, by the obvious inclusion relation, we must have that the ideal of 
functions vanishing on the variety P2h (cf. Introduction) is generated by the 
Pfafhans of order 2h + 2, and is denoted by I,,,, . 
4. PRODUCT OF PFAFFIAN IDEALS 
Let CT: (h, > h, > ... 3 h,) be a partition with even rows and denote by 
D, = &, . I,, . ... . Ih the product of the Pfaffian ideals Ih, . We want to compare 
D, with the G-invariant ideal A,, defined in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. If K is a jield of characteristic 0, then A, = D,; equivalently 
r 2 a implies D, C D, . 
Proof. It is formally the same as the one of Theorem 6.1 of [2]. We only need 
to prove the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. If U: (k > h) is a partition with two even rows and s is any even 
integer such that h + s < k - s, in char 0 we have: 
where OL # 0 is a rational number, p E Yk-,, . 
Proof. Let u1 ,..., u, be a basis for the vector space I’. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5, we use the isomorphisms K{[il a** i,]} N /lVand the G-morphism 
AT @ AV+p S(A2V) given by 
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We consider now the composition: 
where #J is the G-morphism given by 
VI A .*. A v’h @ “1 A ... A Wk 
-+ c E, 91, A ... A Vh A W,&, A *‘. A W,&) @ Wu(,+l) A **’ A W,,(k) . 
. 
As ur A ... A ilh and u., A .*a A uk are maximal weights respectively in (1”v and 
Llkv, it fOllOWS (Cf. [5, p. 2251) that u, A .-- A 8‘h @ u, A -I’ A tlk iS a Illaximd 
weight and generates in AhV @ DV an irreducible module isomorphic to 
L,(V), u: (K > h). The composition ~I,!I restricted to L,(V), if it is not 0, is 
therefore forced to send u, A *.* A #l, @ u, A *** uk into a nonzero multiple of 
the maximal weight of M,, C S(A*V), i.e., the canonical table K, . Therefore we 
get the formula 
. . . . h/&p+]) . . . . . . . . . . . . @.-$) 
,%=&l:: . . . . kp(kBs++) . . . . . @) 
II 
and we only have to prove that p # 0. For this purpose we specialize the skew- 
symmetric K X R matrix X as follows: 
-01 0.. ............. 0 
-10 0.. ............ .() 
00 01 ............ 0 
0 0 -1 0 ............ 0 
........................ 
0 ................... *o 1 
. 0 .................. -1 o- 
and compute both sides of the equality. In this case k, = 1. The only noruero 
principal minors of X are the one obtained putting together a certain number of 
blocks (f i). Therefore there are only (“;“) nonzero PfaSans on the right-hand 
side, their value is 1 and cfi = 1 for each of them. So we get p = (:“). 
In Section 6 we will need the following: 
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LEMMA 4.3. If  u: (k > h) is an evenpartition and k - h > 4, then: 
’ 2 . . . . . . . . R 
1 2 . . * . h 
where p’ means that we have canceled the element p. 
Proof. We consider the right-hand side and observe that only one of the 
tableaux is not standard, precisely the one for p = h + 1. For this one we use the 
straightening formula (cf. [1, Lemma 6.21) relative to the underlined indices: 
’ 2.... .hh+2*...*k-l 
12..... hh+lk 
Therefore: 
To show that OL = 1, it is enough to evaluate (*) for the matrix X given in 
Lemma 4.2. 
Note that if we fix any index p’, p’ = h + l,..., R - 1, we have a similar 
formula: 
’ 2 . . . . . . . R 
1 2 . . . . k = p=h+l 
i &I; ;:::::;;;~-**l’***k (4.4) 
which can be deduced from Lemma 4.3 exchanging k with p’. 
5. ORDER OF VANISHING ON PFAFFIAN VARIETIES 
In this section we want to determine the symbolic power 1.$? of the prime 
ideal I,, C SZ’. 
Recall that the symbolic power can be defined as follows: 
I”‘={~E dl Zk c !ls$I,,withsf~I’t 2kJ * 
THEOREM 5.1. For any integral domain F we have 
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(i) I!$’ CF[xij] is the linear span of all the tableaux of shape u, with 
YBk-164 a 2P9 
(ii) 1::’ = c D,, = 1 l~;I~~+l, **a I2p;+s), 
v,,,(o)>m 
where the second sum extends over all the sequences of nonnegative integers A ,..., pS 
with2(k+s)<nandpl+2p,+~~~-t-sp,>,p. 
Proof. The proof is essentially identical to the one of Theorem 7.1 in [2]. 
We recall the main steps. The proof is by induction on k, for k = 1 it is trivial. 
For k > 1, by the standard basis, one shows immediately that [n - 1 n] = x,-~,, 
is not a zero divisor modulo Jalc,= = Cv,,-,(+s, Do . Thus it suffices to show 
that JBkSg and I$’ coincide after inverting x,,-~,~ . After inverting this element, 
the matrix X becomes equivalent to a matrix x’ = Y @J, Y a skew n - 2 x 
n - 2 matrix, J = (-f i). Then the ideal generated by the Pfa!&ns of principal 
2.k x 2k minors of X’ coincides with the ideal of Pfaflians of principal 2(k - 1) x 
2(k - 1) minors of Y, the claim follows by induction. To justify the previous 
claim remark that after inverting x,-~.~ the matrix X is equivalent to the matrix 
x’: 
y12 - - * * - * - * yl,l.n-2 0 o- 
0 . . . . . . . . Y2.n-2 0 0 
. . . . . ..I........ 0 0 
0 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 -1 0. 
In fact, if we denote by u6 the canonical basis such that the form given by X is 
<u* ,1(3) = Xfj 9 we can perform the base change ui = x-&+,, , u; = 
ui + xi.n-lG:l,n% - +PA,&n-1 9 i = I,..., n - 2, 246, = tine1 getting x’. 
At this point one verities that .@x&J is the polynomial ring F’[y,,], where 
F’ = FL,-1 , x,,, 3 &,I. 
COROLLARY 5.2. A, = nTll I$++? 
As in [2] one can deduce an irredundant decomposition. 
6. INTEGRALLY CLOSED G-IDEALS 
In this section we assume K a field of char 0 and we compute the integral 
closure of the G-invariant ideals. We have the following result: 
607/3512-5 
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THEOREM 6.1. The integral closure of I, is D, . 
Proof. Note that in char 0, D, = A, (cf. Theorem 4.1), therefore D, is 
integrally closed, being the intersection of symbolic powers of prime ideals in 
a regular ring. 
It remains to show that D,, is contained in the integral closure of I,, (a G- 
invariant ideal). Therefore it suffices to show that k, is integral over 1, for all 
7 > o, and we can reduce ourselves to the case 7 adjacent to a, i.e., there is no 
diagram between. Using Proposition 1.1 we are reduced to considering the cases 
denoted there by (ii) and (iii), the first case (i) being trivial (cf. Theorem 3.1). 
In both cases (ii) and (iii) our claim is that (K,)4 E (1J4. 
Case (ii). For k, we have the following situation: 
k, = jth 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,?+2 
1-J . . . . . . . . . . t-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Consider now (k,)4 and expand k, using formula (4.4) with respect to the rows j 
andj+l,assumingp’=t- l,t,h+l,h+2;weget: 
@A4 = c f i,i,i,i, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
“h * . . * * * * 
12 . . . . . . . . t-2; 
A \ 
,t+ 1 *-*ah+2 
12 ~~~~~..~t~2il t-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vi, . . . . . . . 
/ A Y 
1 2 . . . . . . . . t--2t--lt+l.....h+2 
1 2v-.s-a.et-2i2 t 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “is * - * * * . . 
A , 
1 z...... . . t _ 2’t _ 1 . . . . . . . . . h + 1 
1 2 e e s a.. . . t-2i3 
hf2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
“$4 * - * * * * * * 
12 . . . . . . . . t-2;-1 . . . . . . Ah+> 
1 2~~~~~~~~t-2i4 h+l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where 
“iI 
t t+l . ..h+2 
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means that iI takes values t, t + l,..., h + 2 and has been canceled. Note that 
each summand in (A,)4 has shape d’. 
Suitably exchanging the rows we get: 
w4 = 2 f 
i,i*i,f, 
....................... “61. ...... 
---- .- 
12......t- 2 t t+ 1.. . ..h+ 2 
12*****.t-2 ia t 
............... 
....................... 
“is ....... 
--. 
12.. .... t-2 t-lt+l .. ..h+ 2 
12 ******t-2 i1 t-1 
............... 
....................... 
“ia ....... 
12.. .... t-2 t-1 ........ h+i 
12 *.---- t-2 i4 ,h+l C 
............... 
....................... 
“id ....... 
12.. .... t-2- . D 
12 ...... t-2 i, h+2 ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Each summand in (A,)4 is the product of four tableaux of shape a, one for each 
type denoted by A, B, C, D. We claim that: 
(a) for (il , Q # (4 t - 1) or for (is , i4) # (h + 1, h + 2) each tableau 
of type A, B, C, D belongs to M,; 
(b) for the other cases we can exchange some rows in such a way that the 
previous statement is still true. 
Proof (a) We use the same argument as in Lemma 3.2 and we show that it is 
impossible to fill a standard tableau T of shape 7 > (T with the same indices 
appearing in A or B or C or D. As 7 is obtained from u moving at least two boxes 
from one row to a higher row, it is easy to check that we cannot cancel two boxes 
from a row CY < j + 1 or we cannot add two boxes to a row 1~ > j. Therefore 
we are reduced to the case where we cancel two boxes from the (j + 1)th row 
and add them to the jth row. Recall that in a standard tableau an index s can 
appear only on the tth column with t < s; in the present situation the tih row 
ofTwithor>j+loror<jandtheBthcolumnwithB=l,...,t-2needto 
be filled in the canonical way; it follows that for (ir , ia) # (t, t - 1) or (is , i4) # 
(h + 1, h + 2) in thejth row of T we are forced to repeat two indices. 
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Proof. (b) For (ir , is) = (t, t - 1) we exchange the rows: 
..................................... 
12.. ....... t-2t+l.. ........ h+2 
12.. ....... t-2i4 h+l 
.................. 
.  .  . . . *  s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12 ........ t-2t+l.. ........ ,‘+2 
12 ........ t-2& AS-2 
.................. i 
B’ 
........................... “ia ........ 
] 2.. ....... t-2 t-1 .. . .... h+l C’ 
12.. ....... t-2t-1 t 
I .............. I ........................... 
12.. ....... t-2t-m1. ..r.:..hh+ 2 D’ 
12 . . . . . . . . . t-2t-1 t 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
The argument is now the same as in (a); it is impossible to fill a standard tableau 
of bigger shape with the given indices, therefore each block A’, B’, C’, D’ 
belongs to M, . 
The same argument holds again for (is , i4) = (h + 1, h + 2). The con- 
clusion is that (K7)4 E (1,)4 in case (ii). 
Case (iii). For K, we have the following situation: 
ith 
k, = 
jth 
12.. ............... hh+l h+2 
1 2 ................. h 
...................... 
12.. .............. h-2h-1 h 
12.. .............. h-2 
....................... 
Denote by k? the tableau obtained from k, via the transpositions (h - 1, h + 1) 
and (h, h + 2), i.e.: 
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ith 
k,* = 
jth 
..................................... 
12.. ............... h kt-1 k+2 
1 2 ........ k-2k+l k+2 
...................... 
12 ........ h-2h+l k+2 
12.. ...... h-2 
................ 
and consider the product (k,*)s(kz)z. We expand the two factors k,*, using 
formula (4.4), relative to rows j and i, assuming p’ = k + 1, k + 2; similarly for 
k, assuming p’ = k - I, k. For the product we get: 
(k,*)*(V = 1 f 
i,i,i,i* 
........................ vi,- ...... 
12.. ........ h-2- h+2 
12 .eeea1a1.- h-2 j1 h+l 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
......................... 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
.................. 
........................ 
vi* ....... 
12.. ........ h-2- hfl 
12 ~~~+~~~~~~ h-2 j2 h+2 
1 2 .......... h--2h+lh+2 
............................ 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
............. 
........................ 
Via ....... 
BM 12 .......... /,-2h h+l h+2 
12.. ........ h-2 j, h-1 
12.. ........ h-2 h-1 h 
......................... 
12.. ........ h-2h-1 h 
.................. 
........................ vi4 ....... 
1 2 .......... h-2-+- 
12 ........ ..h- 2 j4 h 
12.. ........ h-2h-1 h 
........................ 
12.. ........ h-2h-1 h 
................... 
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Suitably exchanging the rows we get: 
KwJ = c Ik 
i,i,i,i, 
........................ Vi, ....... I 
-- 
12.. ........ /j-2h--1 h h+2 
12.. ........ h-2 i, h-l 
12.. ........ he-2h-m1 h 
........................ 
i A 
12.. ........ he2h--1 h 
\ 
.................. i 
........................ Vi, ....... 
-- 
12.. ........ h-2 h h+l h+2 
12.. ........ h-2 il h+l 
h--2h+lh+2 
i 1 2 .......... B 
........................ 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / 
........................ Vi, ....... 
12.. ........ ,$-2hT- h+l 
12.. ........ h-‘-J i4 h 
12.. ........ h-2 h- 1 ii I ,c 
........................ 
12.. ........ h-2h-1 h 
.................. 1 
........................ 
Vi* ....... 
-w- 
1 2 .......... h-2h-lh+lh+2 
12.. ........ h-2 i2 h+2 
1 2 .......... h--2h+lh+2 
........................ 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / 
Each summand in (kT)a(/~~)~ is the product of four tableaux of shape 0, one for 
each type A, B, C, D. 
We claim that: 
(a) For (ir , ia) # (h - 1, h + 1) or for (i2 , i4) # (h, h + 2) each tableau 
of type A or B or C or D belongs to MO . 
(b) For the other cases we can exchange some rows in such a way that the 
previous statement is still true. 
Proof. (a) If  we use the same argument as in the proof of case (ii), and still 
denote by T a tableau of shape bigger than CT, in the present situation the orth 
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row of T with OL <j or 01 > j and the flth column with /3 = l,..., h - 2 are 
filled in the canonical way. Therefore, if T exists, it is forced to be 
I 
............................................. 
12.. ....................... h+2.. ...... . 
12.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h-2 
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h-2 
12.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h-2 
1 2 . . . . . . . . . . .  h’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
and. we still have to fill the empty part with the remaining indices. This last step 
is impossible for any tableau of type A or B if (iI , is) # (h - 1, h +‘l) and fur 
any tableau of type C or D if (ir , id) # (h, h + 2); in fact in any case we are 
forced to repeat two indices on the same row. 
Proof. (b) For (iI, is) = (h - 1, h + 1) we exchange the rows in the 
following way: 
................................. 
1 2 .......... h-2 h h+2 
12..........h- 2 i4 h 
12.. ........ h-2 h-1 h 
......................... 
12.. ........ h-2h-1 h 
.................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ 
1 2 .......... h-2 h h+2 
12.. ........ h-2 i2 h+2 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 i B’ 
............................ 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
.................. 
......................... vi, ..... 
1 2 .......... h-2h-lh+lh+2 
1 2 .......... h-2h-lh+l 
1 2 .......... h-2h+l h+2 
............................ 
1 2 .......... h--2h+lh+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
12 . . . . . . . . . . h-2h-1 h 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The same argument holds with respect to the tableaux of type A’, B’, C’, D’ 
and for the case (is , Q = (h, h + 2). U sing Lemma 2.1 we have that (K,*)z(k.,)a E 
(lo)4 implies (K7)4 E (1,)4. The theorem is now completely proved. 
We associate to each tableau u, with even rows, the point in a space of dimen- 
sion [n/2] with coordinates ~4u)/2, i odd. 
Given a set J of Young diagrams, we define jh to be the set of diagrams c 
such that for the corresponding point y(o) there exists a convex linear combina- 
tion y of points Y(T) for r E J and y(a) > y. 
We have, as in [2], the following: 
THEOREM 6.2. The integral closure of the ideal CopJ I, is zTEp D, = Q&p, M, . 
The proof is identical to the one given in [2], due to Theorem 6.1. 
This gives the complete classification of integrally closed ideals. 
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